
:WfllY 00 WE'TO ITALY?" 
BY PERCY E. NOBBS, M.k 

AVING H bad the good fortune last autumn 
to travel in North Italy for the study of 

the architecture and .decoration there to be 
found, we,feel we cannot do better than put 
our remarks in the’form of an answer to tbe 
question, “What went ,we out for to see 1” 
,Thia treatment of our subject was suggested 
immediately on our arrival there by the 
fact that everything was so different from what 
we had expected. We had imbibed the idea 
that the land was full of good architecture and 
that fine taste was an ‘inetinot of the people. 
We found the good mixed with the bad in just 
the same proportion as elsewhere-gems here 
and there, nsnally~in unexpected corners, buried 
in a mass of the most nt@rly futile, insincere 
and vulgar rnbbishry which depraved taste has 
ever produced ; and our ohagrin is not lessened 
by the fact that good and bad alike are usually 
very well executed. Our disappointment was 
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prejudice may have thought it was, but that it 
is the beet place for us to go to (after doing 
our own islands) nevertheless ; and as a side 
issue we shall argue tbat the architectural work 

there is not typical of the 
the work of exceptional 

men. 
Our-route lay through Milan, Verona, Venice, 

Ravenna and Florence, and many smaller places 
were touched on the way. As work of all 
periods occurs in nearly every town we shall 
abandon any attempt at historical sequence in 
dealing with what we have seen, and shall take 
things up pretty much in the order in which we 
have found them. , ’ 

It is not to be supposed that the foundations 
of the Italian charaoter to-day are very 
different from what they were in the thirteenth 
century. The keynote, seems to be a faculty 
for drowsily existing when not roused and for 
living at double the rate of the northerner when 
enthusiasm or interest is ‘stimulated. Your 
Italian lacks mental stability and seems in- 
capable of acting except directly in response to 
external stimulus, but then he is like new’ 
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rather due to the popular prejudice in favour of 
the Italians as a nation of artists than to their 
natural delinquencies. Moreover, we shall 
touch as lightly as may be on these enormities 
and confine ourselves to the many pbaeee of 
superlatively good work we were privileged to 
see. And when a gem of Italian art is at last 
unearthed it is well worth the hundred and one 
difficulties that bar tlm way of the seeker. 
These difficulties, we hasten to explain lest we 
be thought guilty’ of discouraging travel in 
Italy, become gradually lees as the wanderer 
becomes more fluent in the language, more 
used to ‘the ways of Italian oillcialdom, more 
inured to the pain of parting with the coin of 
the realm at every turn, and more habituated 
to the everlasting delays which the formula 

,’ IL Si, signor, 1 subito ” (I‘ Yes, sir, directly “) 
always seems to herald. 

But we are getting too general. Our object 
is to show that Italy is not just what we and 

, possibly others equally exposed to popular 
_ . 

* _/. I. ‘,,‘; 

opened champagne-neither to hold nor to 
bind-he is all feeling, life, energy. But 
“ self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control” 
-these three he knows not. 

Now Italian art as a whole is the fruit of the 
live active side of Italian character; in his 
other state be is incapable of doing anything 
well enough to be called by that sacred name. 
All his conscious subtlety and judgment, how- 
ever, seems  his semi-conscious 
state. When arouse,d the furnace of his 
imagination begins to glow and the light of 
his reason pales before the holocaust of his 
passion. If roused to admiration, he praises 
till the gods should blush ; if to hate, blood alone 
will satisfy him. So in art, he is-ever prone to 
overdo the matter he has in hand. Blessed 
with eyes and hands which as instruments are 
well-nigh perfect, your Italian as a rule lacks 
the mental qualities’ ‘without which the most 
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Before answering our‘ main’question, (I Why 1 
30 we to Itily 1” it may be well to touch 0-1 , 
what aonstitutes the architectural pabulumr. : 
which the student would fain find and digeet. 
When travelling for study there is a pretty j 
zonetant strain on the‘oritical faonlties. Wa I 
411 agree that there is no use wasting time and ’ : 
energy studying bad work. To define it is not /’ 
an easy matter, however; what goes into that 
category depends largely on personal taste and ’ ‘% 
training ; still there is in art aa elsewhere 9’ 
dietinotion between good and bad, and it ha, 1 
already been hinted that Italy is partioularly ‘: 
well provided with examples to whioh the ., 
latter epithet is applicable. Moreover, Italy I ‘j 
is peculiarly rich in objects of mere antiquarian 
or histerical interest, whioh are thus, as it were, 
hoisted up on a pedestal before us. In ninety-’ ,, 
nine cases out of a hundred the artistic qual@ 
ties of such objects are vastly overrated. To the 

‘; 

man about to travel in Italy we would bay 
L‘ Beware !  take these things for what they are ‘: !, 
worth; weigh their beauty in’ the balance of  ̂ : 
your reason’ and, ignore the other interest’, 
except it attach. to the personality of -the 
artist.” True, the why and wherefore of a 
thing often depend on its history ; but in Italy 
circumstantial and a&dental historical in- 
terest of dubious origin is very apt to give 
undue prominence to inferior work, and it lis 

,, 

the charm of Italy that there is plenty of good 
work in out-of-the-way corners quite uoex- j 
plaited or written up. Long may it lie hid to ~, 
give zest to the otherwise very weary labopr of !  : 
an architectural tour. ~ Y: 

Of course the first >phase of Italian work with :\ 
which we came in contact was the semi- ,,; 
domestic modern style in voguq in the hotels. 
Here the -plague of feigned mouldings first ‘i 
assailed our eyes, and after suffering many 1 ’ 
shocks and a few take-ins we came to the eon- ” 
olaeion that there were no two ways about the 
cleverness of the execution or the wickedness 
of the perpetrators. We take this op ortunity 
of denying that the Italian school o P feigned ..’ 
arohitectural ornamentation has any claim to 
be regarded as decorative art. We have often 
been deluded by its cleverness and shocked j 
by its daring, and we have occasionally been 
sardonically amused by its impertinence, but 
never have we experienced the faintest gleam 
of pleasure even from such stupendous efforts 
as the ceiling in the Ohurch of the Ognisanti I 
at Florence. It is salt that never had any ” 
savour. 

The Italian tradesmen are rather a putiele tb .:, 
UM. The fashioning of stone, whether marble or I. 
ooarser material, is invariably good, the rougher: 
dressings often presenting charming textures; ’ 
In joinery, on the other hand, your Italian is 
far behind his brethren here., His work in this 
respect is oharaoterised by slovenly fitting and 
an utter want of I‘ gumption.” Italian plaster 
work is nearly as debased as Italian decoration.’ I ” 
The chief vocation of the plasterer is the imita- 
tion of materials superior .to those actually in I 
use. To his txedit let us add that some of his ‘. 
mixtures seem imperishable and indestructible, 
but we could not find out the specifioations for’ 
them for love or money. 

To leap back 800 years, the pre-Gothic work 
of Lombardy and Tuscany-if we may be par- 
doned for so sudden a shift from the ridiouloue _\ 
to what is often not far short of the sublime- ” 
affords us countless examples of a simple arched 
construction giving most excellent effects, 
especially internally, where a dignified and 
epacioue,eolemnity is the rule. Externally im- 
pressiveness is due to ‘mass and scale alone, the 
busy treatment of banded marbles and blind 
arcading, however picturesque and beautiful in 
colour, being in many cases exceedingly dis; 
traoting owing in a measure perhaps to the J 
casual and capricious schemes of proportion. 
One external treatment of wall faces seems : 
very happy. The wall is banded in two holpure ’ 
in the usual way ; a strong plinth or base hourse . 
and the. comioe are connected by pilasters or 
little buttresses at frequent intervals. These for ’ 
a 30ft. wall head often do not exaeed 6ia, in 
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and varied angles of the breaks comes into 
play, one of the lqost char&g effects possible 

; .; in plain atone masonry is at o&e obtained. 
L To psss on a ,&age, we next deal with the 

“kirteenth and folirteenth century ‘Italian 
Gothic. My readers are no doubt all aware 
that in Italy .Gothic art as a system of con- 
struction never obtained at all., etreet, in his 

,famous essay on the thirteenth centuiy in 
Italy;-poipts out that the.only,works of this 

-’ %re the work of foreigners. 
riod inltaly possessing architectural qualities 

Italian Gothic 
. was a mere decorative fashion, and it is not too 

much to say that wherever ambition is shown 
u 

, ‘z 
ailure is proportional thereto. Gothic was 
valved by the cool-headed intellectuality of 

the North. It was a seed designed to thrive 
in a temperate climate .on a firm light soil ; 
beneath the ferqid sun of Italy, on clay rich 
with undecomposed traditions, a rank growth 
was inevitable-the riot of autumn was in its 

-verdure before the fruit had set. Exquisite 
.dstail and thoroughly feeble design are the 

‘ main characteristics. 
A glance at the O&e&l of’Milan, or at the 

way in which the windows of the Duomo at 
Florence occur regardless of the design of the 
marble panelled wall facing, will bear out what 
we mean. Here we have not the accidental 
charm so frequent in our own Gothic, but 
deliberate want of consideration-stupidity, 
and this is characteristic of .the Italian architect 
whenever a departure from the ruled formality 
of mere fagadiag’ sets him free, He ddes not 
iegard a difficulty as a thing to be overcome 
with grace, but jpst cuts off an arcade anywhere 
or botch& an awkward angle in a most petubnt 
spirit. 

What some Italian Gothic churches do teach 
us is the beaut$ of simple but emphatic form. 
<There are at Verona several plain brick churches 
of the most charming and dignified proportions, 
externally and internally fine and spaci&s. 

?The inspiration for St. Agnes, Kennington, by 
. the younger Spot&, and for Pendlebury Ohnrch, 

<near Manchester, by, Mr. Bodley, seems to be 
derived from this school of work. Simple to a 
degree in form and detail, their plain brick 

,walls sparingly broken by window openings or 
&one dressings, and their horizontal massive- 

=: 
nese relieved. by the, r&&tlng shaclp.ws 6f th 
s$rn straight buttresses, these ohurches posses 
eminent@ that char& of austere beauty whicl 
has its very foundations in sincerity of design 
and whioh, alas !  so seldom obtains in the sacrec 
buildings of Italy. On the question whethe 
these are works of architecture in the sense 
that their constructors tried consciously for’thl 
effect attained so happily, or merely example; 
of exteriors left to look after themselves am 
l‘tnrn out,” we shall not venture a definiti 
oplaion, but .we suspect ‘the latter to be the 
corre@ surmise. There they rise, these grea 
rtd churches, she&r up like ships at anchor amic 
B eea of red roofs, each with its state11 
campanile guarding it hard By, and above then 
all the queen of plock towers shoots up inec 
the blue-the Campanile de1 Muniqipio, calml! 
recording the gentle flight of time in spite o 
the protest of the rushing +4dige, for in Verom 
there is no hurry outside. the bosom of the 
stream. There .they stand, whether works o 
conscious or unpremeditated art it tiatters not- 
a sufficient reason, indeed, why all who woulc 
build truly and +vell should hle themselves of 
to Italy to see them. 

We cannot leave Verona without’s word or 
the works by Sanmichele there. Two or three 
fapades, an un5nisbed tower and the farimu, 
gates in the city walls are ths chief works h+ 
has left his birthplace. These gates are super 
latively 5ne examples Qf the forqible and sterl 
in bgilding. The great. rusticated archway, 
knit their brows not in a savage scowl but in : 
firm determined frown. The lesser openiuge 
contracted to their minimnm, echo in a.shrille 
keg the sentiment of the main portal. 

Rustication in Italy is invariably more or les 
roughly dressed-polished rustication, so corn 
moq ‘and perhaps necessary in our emoky cities 
was there all but unknown in the fifteenth ant 
sixteenth centuries, when it was$he otistom tl 
hammer-dress or leave entirely natural th, 
body of the stone, though the joints were oare 
fully wrought. In fortified work, cubic stone 
wrought with intersecting bellied rusticatiol 
showing a saltire mitre are common, and w 
find entire faq,ades at Ferrara and elsewher 
faced in this manner. The most extfavagan 
rustication ktown is at the Pitti Palace, in th 8 . , 

CAYPAFULE OP SAN GlOBbIO YAGGIOBE,: 
VENIC%& FROM THE LAGOON. 

plinth of which biooks occur showing a face of 
14ft. by 2ft. 3in.. projecting more than 2ft. in 
places. In the work of Sanmichele the hlouka 
are flat on the face and rounded not too finely 
into the joints, which’ are executed with great 
care. 

We spoke just now’ of the campaniles bf 
Verona, and it is an inter&sting fact showing 
the power of local traditions in architeoture 
that each district in Italy has its special type 
of tower, just as at home we end special oharao- 
te&tics inthe towers of Warwick&ire, Lincoln- 
shire, Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, and 
other districts. Round Venice there is one 
recognised type of which the 5ne tower of 
8. Giorgio Maggiore is a good example, varping 
from the traditional form only in having a 
circuIar conical roof and io the heavy sweep, 
outwards above the main oornice. Further ’ 
west the circular conical ioof, composed ,of 
bricks semicircular in j?lan at their exposed 
ends, ia’all but universal. Dr. Anderson, as we 
all know, has adopted this ty@e for his tower tit ~ 
Free St. George’s, Edinburgh, with less reason 
perb,aps than ’ did Palladio for 8. Giorgiq 
Venice, but with quite equal success-indbed 
we did not see the Edinbmgh example excelled 
anywhere in i@ native district. 

Venice has many lessons for us in spite.oe 
Ihe altogether unique conditions there prevail- 
ing. Muoh of Palladio’s best work faces on 
her canals, and as English sev’enteenth-century 
work owes so much to this master, the study of 
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cas4 of the nave’arcade of 8. Giorgio Maggiore, 
where the tin order is on a ‘pedestal. Note 
in the aocompanying &etch the way in whioh the 
base of the lesser order and the plinth monld of 
the pedestal combine. Here the question is, of 
course, complicated by the arcading. In some 
cases the lesser order is elevated on a podium 
and sometimes the pases of both line, but there 
bre objections to., both practices. Into the 
many dodges or ,‘6’aute fakements” of this 
master we cannot now enter. They can only 
be studied with profit in position, and tbus we 
have another excellent .reason for going on 
pilgrimage beyond the Alps 

On. St. Mark’s we shall not dwell at any 
l&ngth, because, in a practical sense, it is useless 
to English architects. We are of those, how- 
ever, who hold that the study of a theme has 
educational value inversely as it possesses 

: practical utility. St, Mark’s is for us a place in 
which to sit do- and look, and the more we 
ook the leee are we incljned to rise and go, 

Tee interiors can so whet the appetihe for the9 
&n consumption. Gorgeotis, riqh and somhre 
.t it3 rather piciuresqne than beautiful, being 
eminently formless., and hence,, perhaps, itr 
tijrstery. As arohltecture, it is big with the 
bigness, not of the vast, but of the clumsy, and 
we can see little thought in its conception as B 
building ; but this is amply compensated for bJ 
the pains lavished on the wall-covering oi 
marble veneers and storied mosaics. But 
Rdskin has told it all as well as it ever will 
be told, so we will out into the sun and see the 
outside, Here the restored mosaics set tht 
teeth on edge with their vulgar debauch oi 
colour. There is much excellent marblt 
veneem, so that the beauty of the material pro, 
vides a perfect feast for the eye, happily dis, 
tracting the attention from a critical study oj 
the arcbiteottire. We fully acknowledge thai 
when colonr is introduced into architecture 
form must play a leas important part in tht 
composition ; but this should be in the nature 
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of simplification, not a general deterfdration of ’ ,; * I 
$roportions as here exemplified. In Byzahti~@ 4 

11 

work we usually find the above principle, $! 
accepted and acted on. Great wall‘ eurfaoee 
are provided for marble or mosaic deooration: ‘* 
Mouldings almost vanish from the work, occa- ,\ 
sional small strings chamfered and enriches ‘, 
with a block,, or a running pattern sunk in the 
faoe, being all tbat here represents the mbst 
potent means for architectural effect, after the 
proportioning of parts, in the more aombrer, r: 
styles. This general fprmlessness, however,’ _ 
wbioh is necessary when materials of great 
intrinsic beauty are employed, is in no iva~~ 
inoompatible with the fine proportioning of th 
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structure, which is behind all surface thing 
the soul of architectural design, and of which 
we have excellent proof in the lesser Byzantine 
churches near Venice a$ Muranp and Torchello. 

The at. Mark’s mosaics, though far inferior 
in every way to the Ravenna eiamples from the 
fifth and Bixth centuries, are most worthy of 
study as a decorative scheme. The ’ arrises 
where arches or groins occurare always bull- 
nosed, the mosaiis being carried smoothly 
round; the form of the vaults is only some- 
times emphasised with borders or runnin 
patterns ; usually the gold cubes are tirrie ff 
round the bulLnose and reflect more or leas 
light from all points to all points, and so a soft , 
gleam of radiance shows where soffit and 
pendentive coincide. 

It is impossible to refer to Italian mosaics 
without lodging as. strong a protest as possible 
against the whole&e reconstruotion of these ’ 
invaluable examples of a unique and glorious 
phase of decorative art at Ravenna. The .I’ 
procedure of the restorers now at work is to 
knock down the old work and re-execute the X 
designs as far as may be in new glass (drawing 
on their imaginations where ga 
‘work is certainly being well x 

s occn~). The. 
one by oapable 

artists, but such restoration destroy+ the. 
authenticity entirely. Moreover the old oubes 
were often very small and have a mellowness 
not possessed by the new ones. The r&storers 
assure us that they are matching the original 
oolour of these weathered cubes: perhapq they 
are-we prefer the weatbered tints, and the 9 
use of larger cubes has only rapidity of reopnf‘ _” 
struation to commend it. 

Passing now to Florence-the most be&utiful 
town in the world .$nd the birthplace of modem 
architecture-the student feels himself ‘at once 
face to face with a big. personality-Brunel- 
Ieschi. His lesser works meet us on all sides 
testifying to his industry, and his great do&e’ ’ 
pervades the whole city, yes, and the hills ” 
around. Go where you will in Florence it is 
ever within your ken. From the Fiesole road 
or any of the heights, from up the river or from 
down the river! it is ever the centre of interest 
in the enchanntmg scene on which we have had 
the privilege to gaze. There are other great 
domes in Florence, but mere pigmies by the 
side of this serene giant. Tall and straight 
beside it Giotto’s Tower soars into the bright 
clear air, beautiful as a blim girl is beautiful, 

. . . . 

and trivial a little, yet losing nothing by corn-’ 
parison. but rather gaiiing by contra& with the’ 
vast dome behind-the two serving but to 
accentuate, on the one hand, grace, and on the 
,ther, grandeur. Suppose we walk to the 
Piazza de1 Duomo from the cypress-lined vista 
whence we saw it just now, across the vine- 

* 

pa& and olive gardens all russet and dusky in 
iheir winter dress. As we enter the town the 1 
Great dome bhows at intervals when the narrow- 
ng streets point that way, rising, ever rising, 

:, 

above the nearing roofs and chimneys, till at 
aat we see it @t the end of a straight street 
>locking out the very sky, and theleaves of the 
iall houses and grim palazzi in steep perspeo: 
jive point little above the basemould of the 
nighty pile. 

And now the glorious colonr of t‘he &es 
legins to tell in all its mellow charm-dull 
lushing red lined with long weather stains- 

)’ ,t 

tnd the sweeping curves are crisply shown on 
#he angles where the eight great marble ribs * 
:onverge to bear the dainty lantern now gle+ 

I.‘., 



of many Florentine examples of simple build- ‘, ,,_ ~ ,!I 
ings adorned by the light of purereason and N: *_. 
subtle proportioning, and absolutely i,nnocent of \ , 
constructed adornments and the four blessed 
orders, and, best of all. entailing no fraud on 
the beholder. How many modern street fronts :_ : 
oould plead not ‘gmlty on’ this \last count? ’ :’ 
There are probably no streets in the world ’ 
where one can better stindy the inherent 

,’ j : 

beauties of stone construction than in the 
shady lanes of Florence; and how it comes 
about that the same breed of men who built 

;> 
: 

these honest old walls came to be responsible 
, 

j 
for such extreme orndities as some of the I ;: :: 
church facades of the same town evince passes y  
our comprehension. The Italian charaoter has ” , 
always shown itself capable of splendid 
infamy-perhaps this is the architectural stat.+ 
ment of the same fact. 

The Renaissance in Italy, as far as the 
arohitect is, concerned with ,it, oplminates in 
the wonderful works of Michel Angelo, and 
Lhbugh well aware that it is an impertinence to, 
attempt to say anything about so great an 
srtist’in the few moments at our disposal, we 
feel these notes would be very imperfect 
without a word &bout eo plotential a foroe in 
art since his day to ours and on through the 
sges to come. It not infrequently happens, in 
other walks of life besides the praotioe of the 
arts, that a very great exponent may exeroise a 
preludicid influence on his branch of human 
activity by exciting the emulation of less 
capable followers ‘in schemes too daring for 

though the scale frequently suffer& from the 
size of the blocks and the enormans proportions 
of the storeps. The Btrozzi, Riccardi, Ruc- 
cillai, and Pitti pal,aoes, of which it is super- 
fluous, for us to carol the praises, do not re- 
present the vernacular architeoture, being 
examples of exaggeration of the local manner of 
their time affected by architects very con- 
sciously and very successfully striving after 
effect. 

We ‘have io tho accompanying rough eleva- 
tion sketch of the Palace Davanzati a far more 
typical example. The, great dignity of this 
facade depends on the extremely simple archi- 
tecture, which gives full prominence to the pro- 
portions and the oharming textures of the 
masonry, the variety of which seems to tempt 
the eye to explore each surface, with the-result 
that the’ bigness of the thing becomes very 
apparent. That, we take it, is the latent power 
in the various kinds of rubble and ashlar face- 
work which we are only too often accustomed 
to speoify without any regard for their scale- 
giving natures when rigbtly employed. The 
various dressings are noted on the sketch. 
The severit,y of the scheme is relieved, while 
at the same time the monumental effect is 
heightened, by the enormous cartouch on the 
first storey, which is near enough to the passer- 
by to be readily compared with the human 
unit of scale. Had it occurred at the top of the 
buildicg it would lack this faculty of linking 
the bigness of the whole with the smallness of 
the creature that built it. But this is only one 

IXCURE OF DAWN, MEDlCI TOMBS, FLOREKCE. 

of the classic traditions he studied with such 
loving care. The first great modern exponent 
of style, in the real, live personal sense, inde- 
pendent of conventions and manners, in which. 
Viollet-le-Duo so rightly understands the term, 
had arisen, and the practice of modern arohi- 
teotnre as a profession and an art became 
assured. 

Over and over again does Branelleschi show 
us (most notably perhaps in the church of the 
Badia at Fiesole) that perfect architecture can 
be composed independent of coloured marble or 
carved ornament; yet, when so minded, with 
what taste and Judgment does he apply his 
decorations and what exquisite beauty of 
design and execution does he attain in them! 

‘Grnament was undoubtedly the pitfall of the 
Italian architects, and it is hardly too much to 
say that more buildings were spoiled than im- 
proved by embellishments in themselves most 
beautiful. As ornamentalists the men of the 
Oincquecento or sixteenth centurywere supreme, 
and the study of this charming school of work 
rs to-day the main attraction for the student of 

’ architecture in his pilgrimage to Italy; The 
best .work of this style was really done from 

’ 1470-1500, and when we say it reaches the 
same bigh level attained by English work in 
that brief period of perfection, 1300.1370, there 
is nothing lelt to be said in its praise. Mina 
da Fiesole was, perhaps, the most famous stone 
carver of the period, but when we remember 
that those versatile artists, Donatello. Branel- 

.leschi himself, Ghiberti, and Andrea della 
Robbia, were all decorative sculptors, we can 

.appreciate the reasons for the general exoel- 
lence. We are all familiar with this type of 

.crnament-our schools are full of it (often to 
the exclusion of other equally worthy things), 
but what we wish to insist on is the need to see 
these things where they grew, in the “pietra 
serena,“or creamy marbles, that gave them birth. 

- Thus to have seen and felt the beauties of a 
bygone style must ever impress on the mind a 

” standard of excellence, unsurpassable’ indeed, 
yet to whioh it is possible to attain in the work 

‘of to-day, even without imitating the pheno- 
mena in question. Beauty in ornament depends 
En the spirit, the imagination, and the execu- 
tion of, the work, and is not monopolised by 

: any ‘one school ; yet nowhere in the world are 
-these qualities to be found in stronger essence 
t&an among the tombe, pulpits, galleries, 

.portals and fountains which grow in as natural 
, profusion in the sombre aisles of Italian 
‘s churches as do the vine and ‘olive on the ter- 

.‘. racea’ hillside or the plain beyond the city 
wall. 

The old street architecture of Italian cities 
is always picturesque and obarming, and every 
town has its own types and idiosyncrasies. 
Some of the brick palazzi of Ferrara with strong 

. . bold terra-cotta cornices ‘and entrance doors, 

,$. 
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their pawers. Such we reluctantly pronounce 
the inflaenoe of Miahel Angelo to have been. To 
consider one of his works-the new sacristy of 
San Lorenzo. It is here that the Medici tombs 
staqd mutely eloquent to the public of the 
glory of the Medici--to the student of perfect 
skill-no !  we hold the truth is quite other- 
to the public they proclaim the glory of 
Michel Angelo’s cunning, and to the other sec- 
tion of mankind the shadow of the rock on 
which civilised taste was wrecked. 

The sacristy it<elf affords an example of 
fine simple olassio detail in “ pietra serena,” the 
“ non-architecturalised ” portions of the walls 
being plain white plaster. The domed interioe 
is of very tall proportions, there being onn 
order or storey more than is usually found is 
buildings of its class. The acoustic propertier 
of the &lace are terrible. The whole interior 
struck us as so interesting that we measured it 
up as the surest way to come to any conclusions 

= 
of imitation-the familiar classic forms have 
all been strained and improved upon in a spirit 
so adroit that the plotting of the actual sections 
cau&es a shock-they are so very ul likewhat they 
look. We had frequently heard this architectural 
background damned with faint praise here at 
home, and concluded it was unimportant. This 
was quite. a misconception. The quality of the 
execution and extreme originality and cunning 
of design show that the master was doing his 
utmost-the architecture was no mere adjunct 
of the memorial-it was in its way as laboridus 
in execution and as full of intellect as the 
superb statuary which ranks with any sculpture 
in the world. The only solution we have to 
offer is that as an architect Michel Aogelo 
was an amateur. His grerqt powers as painter 
and sculptor gave him architectural oppor- 
tunities to which he was not capable of rising, 
though no mean exponent of ours, the mother 
art. We have in him the Italian character 
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THE NEW SACRISTY OF SAN LORB 

on its merits. So far there is nothing extra- 
ordinary, but the virile quality of the detail 
makes it well worth the trouble of reaching. 

There are eight doors to the’ floor of the 
building, six of which we suspect of never 
having., been opened ; all are architecturally 
treated with a square-headed niche above 
enclosed in a curved pediment in white marble. 
The proportion of these highly-organised 
features is altogether excellent, and the 
detail and execution quite irreproachable ; but 
is the interior one whit the better for having 
elght of them ?’ This part dates with the 
building, 1523-29; the tombs were not placed 
till about fifteen years later. There is, more- 
over, ample internal evidence in the detail to 
bugged several years between the design of 

. these’ doorways $nd the screens behind the 
statuary of the tombs. 

We musk say at the outset that in all tbe 
+ealm. of art, detail containing more exquisite 

I , 
enrichme?? &w paver been deeigne+ or eqe-, 

,j’ 
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cut?. 
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In: the profiles ‘we see nothiog worthy 
r 
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aggravated by the energy and power of a giant 
evincing itself in a genius nor merely im- 
patient of, but incompatible with, the idea of 
restraint-and was good architeoture ever pro- 
duced where restraint had no place ? 

In these architectural backgrounds the 
triviality of the soate, which constiauees their 
worst fault after the artificiality of the design 
has been admitted, may perhaps be accounted 
for as a conscious attempt to add scale to the 
sculpture Be this as it may, we feel their 
effect as a whole to be unfortunate, and the 
i’mportanoe we have given to this conclusion is 
justified by the very pretentious nature of the 
work ; we repeat it was meant to be tha best 
up to its date. 

We had not the good fortune to see Rome, 
and so will not express an opinion on the 
legitimacy of the scheme in the Sistine Chapel. 
01 the terrible effect on architecture of this 
venture no one who has travelled in It&y can 
.be is ,dot&. ,Wi3 inepeot. t+ +Amne wsa 
eriibar~ed ppoti 60 ,&$w 6h.e py?f..of t&~& art& 

“I , 
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rather than in a proper. spirii of decohtion. 
The next generation seem to have treated the $ 
work of decoration in a still lighter vein-as an 
zmnsement. Feigned architecture is now the 
traditional decoration of the Iralians, apd no 
words can convey t,he baseness of the archi- 
tecture so feigned or the puerile silliness of its 
iLpplication. 

In conclusion, then, we hope that good reason 
has been shown why the Italian tour should be I 
undertaken in spite of the general etricture&-, 
we have felt cdmpelled to pass on Italian taste ’ 
both of to-day aud of the great periods of the 
past. Apart from the mere development of j 
critical faculty and judgment which the seeing 
of great quantities of architectural or any 
kind of work must engender, modern archi- 
tecture can best be understood by knowing how 
it grew-and it was in Italy that this took 
plaoe. Here a couple of streets will often show 
us far more clearly than any”conple of volumes 
could how men began to build for effect com- 
bined with use how they went on to build for 
effect only; how grandeur first real became in a 
few generations grandeur merely simulated ; 
how designers tried to be funny in the days of 
the rococo, and how they have ended by being 
only vulgar at the close of the nineteenth 
century. 

Apart from thus having the pages of archi- 
tectural history unrolled in living stone before 
us (and especially those interesting pages of 
the fifteenth and sixteenth oenturies which are 
the key to all that happened since, excepting 
the Gothic Revival)-apart from this we have 
in Italian work of every century carving and 
decoration of a standard never excelled, and 
equalled elsewhere only for brief bright periods. 
Never before did we realise how little deeora- 
tion and architecture had to do with each 
other. The finest Italian architecture is devoid, 
or almost devoid, of embellishment, and we are 
forced to the conclusion that great excellence 
in decoration militates against architectural 
design either in a nation or an individual. We 
do not mean to suggest that great beauty of 
ornament, is incompatible with good architeo- 
ture in any way, but when they are combined- 
as they have only been on rare occasions (when 
we look at things in theif true proportion and 
think how little wheat there is among the chaff 
in the cities of this world)-when they are‘com- 
bined the result has been so aatonisbing that I 
the whole world recognises it. Italian orna- 
ment is a mabter so fascinating that, it is posi- 
tively difficult to restrain the temptation to go 
and do likewise for the sake of its very sweet- 
ness. But if it is to do us a wbit of good it 
must be studied in spirit as well a~ be put 
down on paper ; and such is its subtlety and 
delicacy, so dainty and magical its use, that we 
promise the brains and eyes and fingers of the 
happy students of next year a rare treat. As 
we End it in plaster in our mueeums it is only 
the eyes and fingers that have Bny good of it- 
these things must; be seen in position. \ 

London.” This company has just completed 
the erection of one of these houses, containing 
600 looms, in the centre of the city of Milau, , 
at a cost of over a million lire (J%lO.OOO). Not, 
only have the details of construction of the 
London houses been adopted, but the fittings 
and furniture are precisely similar. The hoose 
will be opened in the course of the nexb few 
days, and will be managed upon English lines. ;I, 
The price to be oharged will be 60 
pi&be, or t,hraQ@e 
wy+with 0d, ~rbd 3e. 

A new Church at Foulridge is to be erected 
at a cost of over +?5,000. 

A Rowton House In Italy.-A deputation 
from Milan came to this country some time ago 
for the purpose of inspecting the Rowton 
Houses in London. They were furnished bj, 
Lord Rowton and Sir Richard Farrant, the 
managing director of Rowton Houses (Limited), * 
with full details of the construction and 
working of the oompany’e houses. A limited 
liability company (Societa Anonyma) was 
shortly afterwards formed in Milan under the ’ 
title of I‘ Alberghi Populari ” to “erect and 
carry on hotels for persons of small means 
similar in all respects to the Rowton Houses of . 


